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THE AGE - MARCH 22, 2013. Reviewed by Jordan Beth Vincent 
 
Conversation Piece 
Choreographer Lucy Guerin has long explored the idea of communication in her work, investigating 
how information is transferred, and how things can become lost in translation. Conversation Piece 
crystallises these interests into one humorous and clever package – almost as though Guerin has 
come full circle, drawing the best bits and pieces from her earlier experiments. 
The piece begins with a mundane chat between three friends, dancers Stephanie Lake, Byron Perry 
and Alisdair Macindoe. On opening night, the discussion ranges from the pain of snorting wasabi to 
good parenting, with a detour discussion on the addictive quality of doughnuts. This rambling dialogue 
may have been the "conversation" for opening night, but every performance will feature its own 
improvised starting point. 
Three actors (Megan Holloway, Kath Tonkin and Matthew Whittet) interpret the conversation, layering 
the initial banality with different tones and inflections. What was, only moments before, a warm 
exchange between friends, morphs into something darker, as words are used as weapons and the 
responding movement becomes increasingly distorted.  
Developed in collaboration with acclaimed theatre company Belvoir St Theatre, Conversation Piece 
represents a merging of great theatre with great dance. This is a difficult work for the cast, each of 
whom must be prepared to improvise, and there are plenty of happy accidents as a result of 
communication lapses. 
Most of the onstage sound is created by iPhones, loaded with a few impressive apps. With excellent 
accompanying music, a tight structure and fine performances overall, Conversation Piece may well be 
one of the highlights of the season. 
Rating: ★★★★ 
 

 
HERALD SUN – MARCH 22, 2013. Reviewed by Stephanie Glickman 
 
Dance review: Conversation Piece, Lucy Guerin Inc 
She's best known as a master of post-modern dance form, able to devise the most intricate and 
detailed of choreographies. 
In recent years she has expanded into theatre making - re-jigging and layering ordinary experiences in 
surprising and humorous ways. 
Conversation Piece has a simple premise: three trained dancers, three trained actors, a brightly lit but 
sparse stage adorned with just three rows of red plastic chairs. 
The dancers generate a rambling discussion (improvised each night) and record it on their mobile 
phones. 
The actors reinterpret it, spawning a series of multi-faceted relationships between the sextet, their 
technology and the minimal props. 
Opening night's conversation involved, among other things, wasabi up a nose, hot drink sachets, 
parenting, nail grooming and Krispy Kreme. 
Sounds basic, but what developed from the initial material was a rich array of human interactions, 
spatial relationships and dramatic tones. 
In lesser hands it wouldn't fly, but the dancers - Byron Perry, Stephanie Lake and Alisdair Macindoe - 
all have a flair for extemporaneous speaking and the actors - Megan Holloway, Katherine Tonkin and 
Matthew Whittet - aren't afraid to release their inner dancers. 
Enhanced by Robin Fox's sound design and the help of various phone apps (video camera, 
microphones, percussion sounds), Conversation Piece works because it's tightly structured, well-paced 
and has an accessible, easy-going humor alongside its darker moments. 
Rating: ★★★★ 
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REALTIME – MARCH 20, 2013. Reviewed by Carl Nillson-Polias (Excerpts) 
 
old tropes & the new disconnect 
FOUR YEARS AGO, AT DANCE MASSIVE 2009, THE MEAT MARKET IN NORTH MELBOURNE 
PLAYED HOST TO THE PREMIERE OF LUCY GUERINʼS UNTRAINED. HER LATEST WORK, 
CONVERSATION PIECE, CAN BE READ AS AN EVOLUTION AND EXTRAPOLATION ON THIS 
EARLIER WORK. 
 
Untrained placed two professional dancers beside two complete dance novices in an investigation of 
performativity, purity and, of course, training. Conversation Piece places three professional dancers 
beside three professional actors in an investigation of performativity, language and modes of 
communication. 
 
Untrained was restricted to a clinical essence of form, a physical call-and-response, where the authorial 
voice of Guerin was evident only in the structure (a list of provocations) rather than in the content, 
which wholly derived from the performers. Conversation Piece operates with a somewhat looser form, 
where the performers now respond to one anotherʼs provocations, and is leavened with choreographed 
intermissions that act to reassert Guerinʼs voice in proceedings. Guerin also gradually inflects the piece 
with a unifying tone and a quasi-narrative based around the performers as characters rather than the 
performers as themselves.  
 
Untrained was an experiment in physical performance unmediated by technology. Conversation Piece 
is an experiment mediated by iPhones, which do not act as phones, but rather as audio and video 
recording devices, playback devices and, crucially, as signifiers of the age. 
 
What is the value of juxtaposition? When one places a trained body beside an untrained body, does it 
simply reveal that one can pirouette, the other not? When one places an actor beside a dancer, does it 
simply reveal that one can speak, the other move? When one places one show beside another, does it 
similarly reveal only the literal points of difference? 
 
In Conversation Piece, the juxtaposition is more complex and more ambitious. Yes, we are at times 
invited to witness the gladiatorial struggle between body and voice, as though it were a battle of 
virtuosity where our laughter or applause determine the victor. But we are also asked to consider how 
both these forms—how communication itself—is affected by the iPhonesʼ mediations. 
 
The work begins with an eight-minute improvised conversation between the three dancers, which is 
recorded on iPhones. The three actors enter, plug into an iPhone each and listen back to the 
conversation. Each actor then relays one of the dancersʼ words, but stripped of modulation, gestures or 
appropriate tone. When all laughs are presented as cackles, all words presented with the same 
intonation and there is no gestural language available, it becomes a spoken text message. Some 
commentators have begun diagnosing texting-addicted teenagers and 20-somethings as ʻflatlinersʼ—
their lack of engagement with the spoken word turning them into the walking dead of verbal 
communication. In Conversation Piece, the actors bring them alive. 
 
In other respects, Conversation Piece rehashes some very familiar 20th century tropes. The 
presentation of people linked together on a superficial level of purpose but without any expressive 
connections—that is to say, people waiting together at a bus terminal—is at least as old as Jean-Paul 
Sartre and his conceptions of seriality and alterity. So, if philosophers and artists have warned of 
increasing human disconnectedness since the inception of radio, what more can be said? Perhaps 
nothing completely new, but Guerin steadily pushes the tone of Conversation Piece into unexpectedly 
sinister landscapes. 
 
Conversation Piece is not about the conversation at the beginning of the show. It is about the lack of 
conversation anywhere else. 


